Two difficulties with such measures: 1) They depend on the unknown θ.
2) They are random variables that vary with repetitions of the experiment.
To deal with 2), we may consider measures of average error (or loss).
Define the risk function as follows:
which is a function of θ.
Examples:
• Mean absolute error:
• Mean squared error (MSE):
MSE is undoubtedly the most commonly used risk function. It is determined by the mean and
where
b(θ; T ) is called the bias of T . When b(θ; T ) = 0 for all θ, T is said to be an unbiased estimator.
Example 20 Consider again the model in Example 16. We will find the MSE for the MLEŝ β andσ 2 .
Recall that the x i 's are fixed, and that
We have
and henceβ is an unbiased estimator of β.
Sinceβ is unbiased
The variance estimatorσ 2 can be written in the formσ
It is easily verified that
and soσ
First we'll find E(σ 2 ).
It follows that
and hence
So,σ 2 is not an unbiased estimator. Its bias is
The bias is not terribly large though. Note that In general there exists no such T 0 . For any value θ 0 , the estimator T (X) ≡ τ (θ 0 ) has risk 0 at θ = θ 0 . The uniformly best estimator would need R(θ; T 0 ) = 0 for all θ.
Example 21 Let X 1 , . . . , X n be a random sample from N (µ, σ 2 ). Consider the two estimators of µ,X and aX, where 0 < a < 1. Then
For |µ| close to 0, R(θ; aX) < R(θ;X) while for |µ| large, R(θ; aX) > R(θ;X).
A minimum requirement for an estimator is admissibility. An estimator T is admissible if there exists no other estimator T with the property that
R(θ; T ) ≤ R(θ; T ) for all θ
and strict inequality for some θ.
Approaches for Finding a Good Estimator
I. Define some overall measure of the risk function and choose T to minimize this summary measure.
A. Bayes estimators -Let π be a density function over Θ. Then find T to minimize the average (or Bayes) risk
B. Minimax estimators -Find the estimator T that minimizes
II. Restrict the candidate estimators by insisting that T be in some "reasonable" class of estimators, and then minimize R(θ; T ) within this class.
A. Unbiased estimators -If the risk function is MSE, and T (X) is an unbiased estimator, then
is a uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator (UMVUE) for τ (θ) if T (X) is unbiased for τ (θ) and
and any other unbiased estimator T 1 .
B. Linear estimators -Given observations X 1 , . . . , X n , a linear estimator is a linear combination of the form
for known constants a 1 , . . . , a n .
C. Quadratic estimators -For observations X 1 , . . . , X n , a quadratic estimator has the form
Such estimators are useful for estimating variances.
D. Invariant estimators -The estimator varies the same way as the parameter does under a specific type of transformation.
(See Chapter 6 of Lehmann.) E. Consistent estimators -A sequence of estimators T n = T n (X) of τ (θ) is said to be consistent for τ (θ) if T n converges in probability to τ (θ) as n → ∞ for all θ ∈ Θ.
An example of a consistent estimator is provided by the Weak Law of Large Numbers (WLLN). Let X 1 , . . . , X n be a random sample from a distribution with mean µ and finite variance. The WLLN implies thatX = n i=1 X i /n is a consistent estimator of µ.
